The noncommutative m-hyperball, m ∈ N, is defined by
. Its right universal model is an n-tuple Λ = (Λ 1 , . . . , Λn) of weighted right creation operators acting on the full Fock space F 2 (Hn) with n generators. We prove that an operator T ∈ B(F 2 (Hn)) is a multi-Toeplitz operator with free pluriharmonic symbol on D m n (H) if and only if it satisfies the Brown-Halmos type equation
where Λ ′ is the Cauchy dual of Λ and F + n is the free unital semigroup with n generators. This is a noncommutative multivariable analogue of Louhichi and Olofsson characterization of Toeplitz operators with harmonic symbols on the weighted Bergman space Am(D), as well as Eschmeier and Langendörfer extension to the unit ball of C n .
All our results are proved in the more general setting of noncommutative poly-hyperballs D m n (H), n, m ∈ N k , and are used to characterize the bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions with operator coefficients on poly-hyperballs and to solve the associated Dirichlet extension problem. In particular, the results hold for the reproducing kernel Hilbert space with kernel 
for some ϕ ∈ L ∞ (T), where P + is the orthogonal projection of the Lebesgue space L 2 (T) onto the Hardy space H 2 (T), which is identified with H 2 (D). Brown and Halmos [2] proved that a necessary and sufficient condition that an operator on the Hardy space H 2 (D) be a Toeplitz operator is that
where S is the unilateral shift on H 2 (D). The study of Toeplitz operators originates with O.Toeplitz [26] , and was extended to Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions on the unit disc (see [9] ) such as the Bergman space and weighted Bergman space, and also to higher dimensional setting involving holomorphic functions in several complex variables on various classes of domains in C n (see Upmeier's book [27] ). We refer the reader to [1] , [6] , [25] , and [9] for a comprehensive account on Toeplitz operators.
In [13] , Louhichi and Olofsson obtained a Brown-Halmos type characterization of Toeplitz operators with harmonic symbols on the weighted Bergman space A m (D), the Hilbert space of all analytic functions on the unit disc D with
They proved that an operator T ∈ B(A m (D)) is a Toeplitz operator with bounded harmonic symbol on D if and only if T satisfies the identity
where M ′ z := M z (M * z M z ) −1 is the Cauchy dual of the multiplication operator M z on A m (D). Their result was recently extended by Eschmeier and Langendörfer [8] to the analytic functional Hilbert space H m (B) on the unit ball B ⊂ C n given by the reproducing kernel κ m (z, w) := (1 − z, w ) −m for z, w ∈ B, where m ≥ 1.
A study of unweighted multi-Toeplitz operators on the full Fock space F 2 (H n ) with n generators was initiated in [15] , [16] and has had an important impact in multivariable operator theory and the structure of free semigroups algebras (see [3] , [4] , [5] , [18] , [19] , [11] , [12] ).
Recently [24] , we initiated the study of weighted multi-Toeplitz operators associated with noncommutative regular domains D m f (H) generated by an arbitrary positive regular free holomorphic functions f in a neighborhood of the origin. This was accompanied by the study of their symbols which are free pluriharmonic functions on the radial part of D m f (H). The goal of the present paper is to provide a Brown-Halmos type characterizations of the weighted multi-Toeplitz operators associated with noncommutative poly-hyperballs and to use the results to characterize the bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions with operator coefficients on poly-hyperballs and to solve the associated Dirichlet extension problem.
In Section 1, we recall from [20] , [21] , [22] , and [23] some basic facts concerning the noncommutative poly-hyperballs, their universal models, and the associated noncommutative Berezin transforms. These preliminaries are needed throughout the paper.
In Section 2, we introduce the multivariable Brown-Halmos type equations
over the algebra of all bounded linear operator on the tensor product ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni ) of full Fock spaces and Λ = (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ k ) is the right universal model for the poly-hyperball D m n . Any solution of this equation is said to have the Brown-Halmos property (see Definition 2.1 for details). The main result of this section (see Theorem 2.11) provides a complete description of all solutions of the equations above. We prove that T ∈ B(⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni )) satisfies the Brown-Halmos property if and only if there is a bounded free k-pluriharmonic function F on the radial part of the poly-hyperball D m n such that T = SOT-lim r→1 F (rW), where W = (W 1 , . . . , W k ) is the left universal model of the poly-hyperball.
In Section 3, we introduce the weighted multi-Toeplitz operators which are associated with the polyhyperball D m n and are acting on the tensor product ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni ). The main result of this section (see Theorem 3.7) shows that the weighted multi-Toeplitz operators are precisely those satisfying the Brown-Halmos equations. We also prove that each weighted multi-Toeplitz operator T has a unique formal Fourier representation ϕ(W, W * ) := (α,β)∈J a (α,β) W α W * β , a (α,β) ∈ C, which can be viewed as a noncommutative symbol and can be used to recover the operator T . Conversely, given a formal series ϕ(W, W * ) of the form above, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions on ϕ(W, W * ) to be the formal Fourier representation of a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator (see Theorem 3.8) .
In Section 4, we prove that the bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions on the radial part of the poly-hyperball D m n are precisely those that are noncommutative Berezin transforms of the weighted multi-Toeplitz operators. In this setting, we solve the Dirichlet extension problem (see Theorem 4.3) .
We should mention that our results are presented in the more general setting of weighted multi-Toeplitz matrices with operator-valued entries and free k-pluriharmonic functions with operator-valued coefficients.
Noncommutative poly-hyperballs and universal models
This section of preliminaries contains basic facts concerning the noncommutative poly-hyperballs, their universal models, and the associated noncommutative Berezin transforms.
Given two k-tuples m := (m 1 , . . . , m k ) and n := (n 1 , . . . , n k ) with m i , n i ∈ N := {1, 2, . . .}, we associate with each X :
the property that, for every p, q ∈ {1, . . . , k}, p = q, the entries of X p are commuting with the entries of X q . Note that the operators X i,1 , . . . , X i,ni are not necessarily commuting.
The noncommutative poly-hyperball D m n is defined by its representations on Hilbert spaces H, i.e. D m n (H) := {X = (X 1 , . . . , X k ) ∈ B(H) n1 × c · · · × c B(H) n k : ∆ p X (I) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ p ≤ m} . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let F + ni be the unital free semigroup on n i generators g i 1 , . . . , g i ni and the identity g i 0 . The length of α ∈ F + ni is defined by |α| := 0 if α = g i 0 and |α| := p if α = g i j1 · · · g i jp , where j 1 , . . . , j p ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. Let H ni be an n i -dimensional complex Hilbert space with orthonormal basis e i 1 , . . . , e i ni . We consider the full Fock space of H ni defined by
where H ⊗0 ni := C1 and H ⊗p ni is the (Hilbert) tensor product of p copies of H ni . Set e i α := e i j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e i jp if α = g i j1 · · · g i jp ∈ F + ni and e i
The diagonal operators D i,j : F 2 (H ni ) → F 2 (H ni ) are defined by setting
is the orthonormal basis of the full Fock space F 2 (H ni ). As in [21] , we associate with the noncommutative m i -hyperball
. . , S i,ni are the left creation operators on the full Fock space F 2 (H ni ), i.e.
. . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, we define the operator W i,j acting on the tensor Hilbert space
According to [23] , if W i := (W i,1 , . . . , W i,ni ), then
). The noncommutative Berezin kernel associated with any element X = {X i,j } in the noncommutative poly-hyperball D m n (H) is the operator
where the defect operator is given by
The noncommutative Berezin kernel associated with a k-tuple X = (X 1 , . . . , X k ) in the noncommutative poly-hyperball D m n (H) has the following properties. (i) K X is a contraction and
where the limits are in the weak operator topology.
Xi (I) → 0 strongly as p → ∞, then K * X K X = I H . (iii) For everyfor every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i },
The k-tuple W := (W 1 , . . . , W k ) plays the role of the left universal model for the noncommutative poly-hyperball D m n . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, we define the weighted right creation operators Λ i,j :
. . , R i,ni are the right creation operators on the full Fock space F 2 (H ni ). In this case, we have
for every α, β ∈ F + ni , whereβ denotes the reverse of β = g i j1 · · · g i jp , i.e.,β = g i jp · · · g i j1 . Note that Λ i,j W i,p = W i,p Λ i,j fpr any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j, p ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. We introduce the operator Λ i,j acting on F 2 (H n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F 2 (H n k ) and given by
We set Λ i := (Λ i,1 , . . . , Λ i,ni ) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The k-tuple Λ := (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ k ) plays the role of the right universal model for the noncommutative poly-hyperball D m n . When necessary, we also denote by Λ i the row operator [Λ i,1 · · · Λ i,ni ] acting on the direct sum (⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns )) (ni) . More on noncommutative polydomains, universal models, noncommutative Berezin transforms and their applications can be found in [17] , [20] , [21] , [22] , and [23] .
A multivariable Brown-Halmos type equation: solutions, free k-pluriharmonic functions
In this section, we introduce the multivariable Brown-Halmos type equations associated with the polyhyperballs and provide a complete description of all solutions in terms of bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we define the bounded linear operator Ω i :
and the operator Ω i is acting on the tensor Hilbert space ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns ) by setting
If A ∈ B(H) and n ∈ N, we use the notation diag n (A) for the direct sum of n copies of A, acting on the Hilbert space H (n) . Proposition 2.1. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the operator Λ i satisfies the following properties.
The following identity holds:
Proof. To prove part (i), let f 1 , . . . , f ni ∈ F 2 (H ni ) and note that
. This proves that range Λ * i = F 2 (H ni ) (ni) and, therefore, range Λ * i = (⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns )) (ni) .
Now, let f := α∈F + n i a (α) e i α ∈ F 2 (H ni ) and note that
On the other hand, we have
where P M is the orthogonal projection onto M. Consequently, if f :
To prove item (iii), we recall that
where P C is the orthogonal projection of F 2 (H ni ) onto C1 ⊂ F 2 (H ni ). Consequently, using item (ii), we deduce that
Since range Λ * i = (⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns )) (ni) , item (iii) follows. The proof is complete.
We mention that in the particular case in which k = 1, m 1 = 1, n 1 ∈ N, the condition in the definition above becomes R * j T R s = δ js T for j, s ∈ {1, . . . , n 1 }. The class of the operators satisfying these equations coincides with the class of multi-Toeplitz operators on full Fock spaces which has been studied in several papers (see [3] , [4] , [5] , [18] , [19] , [11] , [12] ).
Note also that if n 1 = · · · = n k = 1 and m 1 = · · · = m k = 1, then the equations become M * zi T M zi = T for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where M zi is the multiplication by the coordinate function z i on H 2 (D k ), the Hardy space of the polydisc. The class of operators satisfying this condition coincides with the class of Toeplitz operators on H 2 (D k ) (see [14] ). Taking here k = 1, we obtain the Brown-Halmos condition S * T S = T , where S is the unilateral shift on H 2 (D) (see [2] ).
If K is a separable Hilbert space, we say that an operator T ∈ B K ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns ) satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition if
, and the Cauchy dual operator
) be the strongly continuous unitary representation of the k-dimensional torus, defined by Γ(e iθ1 , . . . , e iθ k )f := αs ∈F + ns s∈{1,...,k} e iθ1|α1| · · · e iθ k |α k | a α1,...,α k e 1 α1 ⊗ · · · e k α k .
for every f = αs ∈F + ns s∈{1,...,k} a α1,...,α k e 1 α1 ⊗ · · · e k α k ∈ ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns ). We have the orthogonal decomposition
where the spectral subspace E p1,...,p k is the image of the orthogonal projection P p1,...,
where the integral is defined as a weak integral and the integrant is a continuous function in the strong operator topology. We remark that if p s < 0 for some s ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then P p1,...,p k = 0 and, therefore, E p1,...,p k = {0}. Note that the spectral subspaces of Γ are
From now on, we use the notation Γ(e iθ ) := Γ(e iθ1 , . . . , e iθ k ).
It is easy to see that (T * ) s1,...,s k = (T −s1,...,−s k ) * and
where the convergence is in norm.
We omit the proof of the lemma which is straightforward. We recall from [10] that if X is a Banach space, ϕ is a continuous X -valued function on T and κ n is a summability kernel, then
We use this result to prove the following Proposition 2.6. If T ∈ B(K ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns )) and {T s1,...,s k } (s1,...,s k )∈Z k are the multi-homogeneous parts of T , then
..,p k and every (p 1 , . . . , p k ) ∈ Z k , where the convergence is in norm.
Proof. Let f ∈ K ⊗ E p1,...,p k and ψ :
For each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we consider the Fejér kernel K Nj (e iθj ) := |sj |≤Nj 1 − |sj | Nj+1 e isj θj . According to the remark preceding the proposition, we have
Similarly, we obtain
Continuing this process and combining the resulting relations, we deduce that
Due to the first part of the proposition, we have
where
Since the sequence {A s1 f } s1∈Z consists of pairwise orthogonal vectors, we can apply Lemma 2.5 and use relation (2.2), to deduce that
Similar arguments lead to the relation
Iterating this process, we deduce that
Combining these relations, we deduce that
..,p k , which completes the proof.
) satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1), then so does the multi-homogeneous part T s1,...,s k for every (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ Z k .
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, one can prove that if s ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n s }, and
Hence, we deduce that
for every s ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Note that
and, consequently,
for every s ∈ {1, . . . , k} and α ∈ F + ns .
Consequently, the Cauchy dual operator
Now, note that, for each s ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have
The proof is complete.
In what follows we use the standard notation s + := max{s, 0} and s − := max{−s, 0} for every s ∈ Z.
) be a multi-homogeneous operator of degree (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ Z k and satisfying the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1). Then
and the coefficients A (α1,...,α k ,β1,...,β k ) ∈ B(K) are given by
Proof. Fix (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ Z k and let us prove that
Since q s1,...,s k (W, W * )f = 0 for every f ∈ K ⊗ E p1,...,p k , we deduce that relation (2.5) holds for every
In what follows we prove that relation (2.5) holds
Note that, due to relation (2.4) and the definition of the universal model W, for every h, ℓ ∈ K, we have
Hence, and using the fact that q s1,...,s k (W,
Using Proposition 2.1 and the definition of the operator Ω 1 , we obtain
Using again Proposition 2.1 (see items (i) and (iii)), we deduce that
Using the equation (2.7) and the definition of Ω 1 , we deduce that
Hence, using relations (2.6), (2.8), and the fact that A satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1) (when
Applying the operator Λ 1 ( Λ * 1 Λ 1 ) −1 = (I K ⊗ Ω 1 ) Λ 1 (see Proposition 2.1) to both sides of the relation above and taking into account that
The latter equality is due to the relation Λ 1,j W 1,j ′ = W 1,j ′ Λ 1,j for every j, j ′ ∈ {1, . . . , n 1 }, the definition of Ω 1 , and the fact that q s1,...,s k (W, W * ) Λ 1 Λ * 1 f ∈ K ⊗ E q+1+s1,s2,...,s d ,0,...,0 . A careful calculation reveals that
Since f ∈ K ⊗ E q+1,0,...,0,s − d+1 ,...,s − k , we deduce that Λ 1 Λ * 1 f = q+1 m1+q f . Consequently, relation (2.9) implies Af = q s1,...,s k (W, W * )f for every f ∈ K ⊗ E q+1,0,...,0,s − d+1 ,...,s − k , which completes the induction. In a similar manner, replacing Λ 1 , Af ∈ K ⊗ E p1+s1,...,p d +s d ,q+1+s d+1 ,0,...,0 . As in the first part of the proof, replacing Λ 1 ,
and following the same type of arguments as in the first part of the proof, we deduce that
Consequently, using relations (2.10), (2.11), and the Brown-Halmos condition, we deduce that
Using the fact that Λ d+1 Λ * d+1 is equal to Case III: for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, s i < 0. The proof of the theorem is similar to the one above in the case d < k. The proof is complete.
The radial part of D m n is the noncommutative domain D m n,rad whose representation on any Hilbert space H is D m n,rad (H) := ∪ r∈[0,1) rD m n (H). Definition 2.9. We say that F is a free k-pluriharmonic function on the radial part of D m n with coefficients in B(K), if its representation on a Hilbert space H has the form
for every X ∈ D m n,rad (H), where the convergence is in the operator norm topology.
An application of the noncommutative Berezin transforms associated with poly-hyperballs reveals that F is a free k-pluriharmonic function on the radial part of D m n with coefficients in B(K), if and only if the series
convergences in the operator norm topology for every r ∈ [0, 1). A free k-pluriharmonic function on the radial part of D m n is said to be bounded if
where the supremum is taken over all Hilbert spaces H.
where A (α1,...,α k ,β1,...,β k ) ∈ B(K), satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1).
Proof. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and set G := A (α1,...,α k ;β1,...,β k ) ⊗ W 1,α1 · · · W k,α k W * 1,β1 · · · W * k,β k . If s i ≥ 0, then G Λ i = Λ i diag ni (G) and diag ni (G)diag ni Ψ Λ i (I) = diag ni Ψ Λ i (G) . Using Proposition 2.1, we have
Let J be the set of all tuples (α, β) := (α 1 , . . . , α k , β 1 , . . . , β k ), where α i ,
In what follows, we also use the notation W α := W 1,α1 · · · W k,α k whenever α := (α 1 , . . . , α k ) ∈ F + n := F + n1 × · · · × F + n k . The main result of this section is the following Theorem 2.11. If T ∈ B(K ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns )), then the following statements are equivalent. (i) T satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1). (ii) There is a unique bounded free k-pluriharmonic function F on the radial poly-hyperball D m n,rad with coefficients in B(K) such that
Proof. We prove the implication (i) =⇒ (ii 
for some operators A (α1,...,α k ;β1,...,β k ) ∈ B(K). Denote by P K the linear span of all vectors of the form h ⊗ e 1 α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e k α k , where h ∈ K, α i ∈ F + ni . Combining the results above, we deduce that (2.14)
T p = lim N1→∞ . . . lim N k →∞ (s1,...,s k )∈Z k ,|sj |≤Nj q s1,...,s k (W, W * )p, p ∈ P K .
We remark that, for every x, y ∈ K ⊗ 
Taking r → 1, one can easily deduce relation (2.15 ). Now we prove that (2.16) (s1,...,s k )∈Z k q s1,...,s k (rW, rW * ) ≤ T , r ∈ [0, 1).
We recall that the noncommutative Berezin kernel associated with rW ∈ D m
). Let γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ k ) and ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω k ) be k-tuples in F + n , set q := max{|γ 1 |, . . . |γ k |, |ω 1 |, . . . , |ω k |}, and define the operator
where we use the notation W α := W 1,α1 · · · W k,α k if α := (α 1 , . . . , α k ) ∈ F n + := F + n1 × · · · × F + n k . We also set e α := e 1 α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e k α k and b (m) α
· · · s k ∈Z,|m k |≤q α i ,β i ∈F + n k ,i∈{1,...,k}
for every r ∈ [0, 1). Since K rW is an isometry, we obtain inequality (2.16).
Now, we prove that Indeed, let ǫ > 0 and ξ ∈ K ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns ). Then there is p ∈ P K such that ξ − p < ǫ and, due to relations (2.14) and (2.16), we deduce that
Consequently, using relation (2.15), one can easily see that relation (2.18) holds. Note that F (X) := (s1,...,s k )∈Z k q s1,...,s k (X, X * ) is a free k-pluriharmonic function on the radial part of D m n . This completes the proof of the implication (i) =⇒ (ii). Now, we prove the implication (ii) =⇒ (i).
Assume that there is a free k-pluriharmonic function F on the radial poly-hyperball D m n,rad with coefficients in B(K) such that T = SOT-lim r→1 F (rW).
Consequently,
where the convergence of the series is in the operator norm topology and q s1,...,s k (rW, rW) * has the form described by relation (2.13) . Due to Lemma 2.10, relation
is satisfied when X = q s1,...,s k (W, W * ). Hence, we deduce that the same relation holds when X = F (rW). Taking the SOT-limit, as r → 1 in the resulting relation and using the fact that T = SOT-lim r→1 F (rW) we conclude that that T satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition. Therefore condition (i) holds. Since the the implications (ii) =⇒ (iii) and (iii) =⇒ (i) are obvious, it remains to prove the implication (iv) =⇒ (i). To this end, assume that condition (iv) holds. Due to Lemma 2.10, for every C ∈ B(K) and (α, β) ∈ J , the operator X = C ⊗ W α W * β satisfies the relation (2.19) . Taking linear combinations of this type of operators and then WOT-limits, one can easily see that the relation (2.19) holds when X = T . The proof is complete. Proof. According to the proof of Theorem 2.11, we have sup r∈[0,1) F (rW) ≤ T and also T = SOT − lim r→1 F (rW). Hence, we deduce that T = sup r∈[0,1) F (rW) . If r 1 , r 2 ∈ [0, 1) with r 1 < r 2 , then
Hence, we deduce that F (r 1 W) ≤ F (r 2 W) , which implies sup r∈[0,1) F (rW) = lim r→1 F (rW) . On the other hand, since T p = F (W)p for every p ∈ P K , it is clear that T = sup p∈PK, p ≤1 F (W)p . This completes the proof.
Brown-Halmos type characterization of weighted multi-Toeplitz operators
In this section, we introduce the weighted multi-Toeplitz operators which are associated with the polyhyperball D m n and show that they are precisely those satisfying the Brown-Halmos equations. We also prove that each weighted multi-Toeplitz operator has a unique formal Fourier representation which can be used to recover the operator. Conversely, given a formal series, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions on it to be the formal Fourier representation of a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator.
If ω, γ ∈ F + n , we say that ω ≥ r γ if there is σ ∈ F + n such that ω = σγ. In this case we set ω\ r γ := σ. If σ = g 0 we write ω > r γ. We say that ω and γ are comparable if either ω ≥ r γ or γ > r ω. Let ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω k ) and γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ k ) be in F + n := F + n1 × · · · × F + n k . We say that ω and γ are comparable, and write ω ∼ c γ. if, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, either one of the relations ω i < r γ i , γ i < r ω i , or ω i = γ i holds.
We denote by C the set of all pairs (σ, β) ∈ F + n × F + n which are comparable, and note that J is the subset of C of all pairs (σ, β) :
We introduce the simplification function s : C → J defined by s(ω, γ) := (σ, β), where, if ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω k ) and γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ k ), then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
otherwise.
Brown and Halmos [2] proved that a necessary and sufficient condition that an operator on the Hardy space H 2 (T) be a Toeplitz operator is that its matrix [λ ij ] with respect to the standard basis χ k (e iθ ) = e ikθ , k ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, be a Toeplitz matrix, i.e
which is equivalent to the fact that λ ij = a i−j , where ϕ = k∈Z a k χ k is the Fourier expansion of the symbol ϕ ∈ L ∞ (T). In what follows, we find an extension of their result to our noncommutative multivariable setting. 
Let (ω, γ) ∈ C and set (ω ′ , γ ′ ) := s(ω, γ). The relation above implies
Combining this relation with the one in Definition 3.1, we deduce relation (3.1). Conversely, assume that relation (3.1) holds. For everyfor every (ω ′ , γ ′ ) ∈ J , we define the operator A (ω ′ ,γ ′ ) ∈ B(K) by setting
Consequently, since s(ω, γ) ∈ J when (ω, γ) ∈ C, we can use the latter relation when (ω ′ , γ ′ ) := s(ω, γ) and relation (3.1), to deduce that T is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator. The proof is complete.
We remark that when k = 1, n 1 = 1, m 1 = 1, and E = C we recover the classical Toeplitz operators on the Hardy space H 2 (D). Also if k = 1, n 1 ≥ 2, and m 1 = 1, we obtain the unweighted multi-Toeplitz operators on the full Fock space F 2 (H n1 ) (see [15] , [16] and [19] ). On the other hand, if k ≥ 2, n i = m i = 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then T is a Toeplitz operator on the Hardy space H 2 (D k ).
is a compact weighted multi-Toeplitz operator, then T = 0.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary pair (ω ′ , γ ′ ) ∈ J and let (ω, γ) ∈ C be such that s(ω, γ) = (ω ′ , γ ′ ). According to Proposition 3.2, we have
Note that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, if α ∈ F + ni , then
Consequently, for every σ ∈ F + ni , we also have b (m i ) i,σα bi,α → 1 as |α| → ∞. On the other hand, we have
Due to relation (3.3), we deduce that
Now, note that e γ → 0 weakly as | min{ω i , γ i }| → ∞ for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. If T is compact operator, then T e γ → 0 in norm. Using relations (3.2) and (3.4), we deduce that T e γ ′ , e ω ′ = 0. Now, using again relation (3.2), we deduce that T e γ , e ω = 0 for every (ω, γ) ∈ C such that s(ω, γ) = (ω ′ , γ ′ ). Taking into account Proposition 3.2, we conclude that T = 0. The proof is complete.
Lemma 3.4. Let (α, β) ∈ J and q (α,β) (W, W * ) := W 1,α1 · · · W k,α k W * 1,β1 · · · W * k,β k . The following statements hold. Proof. Recall that J the subset of C of all pairs (σ, β) :
Each pair (σ, β) ∈ J correspondds to a k-tuple (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ Z k . Note that q (α,β) (W, W * ) is a multi-homogeneous operator of degree (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ Z k , i.e.
..,s k )∈Z k are pairwise orthogonal, we deduce item (i). To prove item (ii), let α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ), β = (β 1 , . . . , β k ), ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω k ), and γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ k ). Since (α, β) ∈ J , we have W i,αi W * j,βj = W * j,βj W i,αi for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and α i ∈ F + ni , β j ∈ F + nj . Consequently, using the definition of the universal model W, we deduce that Proof. If (α, β) ∈ J and (ω, γ) ∈ F + n × F + n , then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we deduce that
. Therefore, item (i) holds. Since item (ii) follows easily due to Proof. Since T ∈ B(K ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns )) is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator, there exist operators {A (α,β) } (α;β)∈J ⊂ B(K) such that Definition 3.1 holds. More precisely,
T (x ⊗ e β ), y ⊗ e α , x, y ∈ K.
Due to Definition 3.1, if γ ∈ F + n and x ∈ K, we have
Now, we consider the formal power series
is convergent for every x ∈ K and γ ∈ F + n . Indeed, due to Lemma 3.4, if ω, γ ∈ F + n , then W α W * β e γ , e ω = 0 if and only if (ω, γ) ∈ C and s(ω, γ) = (α, β). In this case, we have W α W * β e γ , e ω = τ (ω,γ) . Using Parseval's identity, we deduce that Consequently, due to Lemma 3.4 part (i), we have
which is finite due to elation (3.6), and proves our assertion. Now, using Lemma 3.5 and the results above, we deduce that
Hence, we have ϕ T (W, W * )(x ⊗ e γ ) = T (x ⊗ e γ ) for every x ∈ K and γ ∈ F + n .
To prove uniqueness, assume that ϕ(W, W * ) := (α,β)∈J A ′ (α,β) ⊗ W α W * β is a formal series such that T p = ϕ(W, W * )p for every p ∈ K. Then we must have ϕ T (W, W * )p = ϕ(W, W * )p. On the other hand, if (α, β) ∈ J then s(α, β) = (α, β). In this case, we have β) x, y . Since τ (α,β) = 0, the relations above imply A (α,β) = A ′ (α,β) for every (α, β) ∈ J . The proof is complete.
We remark that the formal Fourier series ϕ T (W, W * ) associated with the weighted multi-Toeplitz operator T can be viewed as its noncommutative symbol. Proof. Assume that T satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1). Due to Theorem 2.11, we have
According to Lemma 3.5, any operator of the form C ⊗ W α W * β is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator. Since the set of all weighted multi-Toeplitz operators is WOT-closed, we deduce that T is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator. Now, we prove the implication (ii) =⇒ (i). To this end, assume that T is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator. Due to Theorem 3.6, T has a unique formal Fourier representation
where {A (α,β) } (α,β)∈J are some operators on the Hilbert space K such that T p = ϕ T (W, W * )p, p ∈ P K .
Let {T s1,...,s k } (s1,...,s k )∈Z k be the multi-homogeneous parts of T . Recall from Section 2 that, for every f ∈ K ⊗ E p1,...,p k , (p 1 , . . . , p k ) ∈ Z k , we have
is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace E p1,...,p k . On the other hand,
Combining these results and using that fact that q t1,...,t k (W, W * )f ∈ K⊗E Due to Lemma 2.10, each operator T s1,...,s k satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1). On the other hand, due to Proposition 2.6, the operator T can be reconstructed from its multi-homogeneius parts, i. e.
..,s k g for every g ∈ K ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns ), where the limit is in norm. Since the set of all operators satisfying the Brown-Halmos condition is WOT-closed, we deduce that T satisfies the condition as well. The proof is complete.
If (α, β) ∈ F + n × F + n , we define its length to be |(α, β)| := |α 1 | + · · · + |α k | + |β 1 | + · · · + |β| k . 
be a formal series. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) For each γ ∈ F + n , the series Proof. Assume that item (i) holds. As in the proof of Theorem 3.6, it is easy to see that, for every x ∈ K,
and, therefore, so are ϕ(W, W * )p and ϕ(rW, rW * )p for every p ∈ P K , r ∈ [0, 1). Hence, we deduce that (3.7) lim r→1 ϕ(rW, rW * )p = ϕ(W, W * )p, p ∈ P K .
Using the fact that, for each r ∈ [0, 1),
we conclude that there is a bounded linear operator T r ∈ B(K ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni )) such that (3.8) T r p = ϕ(rW, rW * )p, p ∈ P K .
Note that, for every ω, γ ∈ F + n and x, y ∈ K,
Consequently, T r is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator. Now, note that due to relation (3.7) and the fact that sup r∈[0,1) sup p∈PK, p ≤1 ϕ(rW, rW * )p < ∞, we deduce that
Consequently, there is a bounded linear operator T on K ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni ) such that T p = ϕ(W, W * )p for every p ∈ P K . Now, it is clear that lim r→1 T r p = lim r→1 ϕ(rW, rW * )p = ϕ(W, W * )p = T p for every p ∈ P K and, due to item (i), sup r∈[0,1) T r < ∞. This implies T = SOT-lim r→1 T r . Since T r is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator, we can use Lemma 3.5 and relation (3.8) , to deduce that so is T . Since T p = ϕ(W, W * )p for every p ∈ P K , Theorem 3.6 shows that ϕ(W, W * ) is the formal Fourier representation of T . Therefore, item (ii) holds. Now, we prove that (ii) =⇒ (iii) and (ii) =⇒ (iv). Assume that ϕ(W, W * ) is the formal Fourier representation of a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator T . Due to Theorem 3.7 (see also its proof), T satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition (2.1) and the multi-homogeneous parts of T are T s1,...,s k = q s1,...,s k (W, W * ) for every (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ Z + . As we saw in the proof of Theorem 2.11, we have T s1,...,s k ≤ T for every (s 1 , . . . , s k ) ∈ Z + and, as a consequence, the series (s1,...,s k )∈Z + r |s1|+···+|s k | T s1,...,s k is convergent in the operator norm topology. Moreover, according to inequality (2.16), we have (s1,...,s k )∈Z k q s1,...,s k (rW, rW * ) ≤ T , r ∈ [0, 1), which implies sup r∈[0,1) ϕ(rW, rW * )p < ∞. Therefore, items (iii) and (iv) hold. Moreover, in the proof of Theorem 2.11, we also proved that T = SOT-lim r→1 ϕ(rW, rW * ). On the other hand, Corollary 2.12 shows that T = sup r∈[0,1) ϕ(rW, rW * ) .
Since the implication (iv) =⇒ (iii) is obvious, it remains to prove that (iii) =⇒ (i). To this end, assume that item (iii) holds. Then, for each γ ∈ F + n and x ∈ K, sup r∈[0, 1) 
which can be seen as a weighted Fock space with n i generators. The left multiplication operators L i,1 , . . . , L i,ni are defined by L i,j ξ := Z i,j ξ for all ξ ∈ F 2 i,mi . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, we define the operator L i,j acting on the tensor Hilbert space F 2 n1,m1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F 2 n k ,m k by setting
Note that the operator U i,mi :
ni,mi is unitary and UW i,j = L i,j U for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. A straightforward calculation reveals that T ∈ B(K ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni )) is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator if and only if there exist operators {A (σ;β) } (σ;β)∈J ⊂ B(K) such that the operator T ′ := UT U * satisfies the relation
for every ω, γ ∈ F + n , where the weights {µ (ω,γ) } (ω,γ)∈C are given by
We should mention that all the results of our paper can be written in the setting of multi-Toeplitz operators on tensor products of weighted Fock spaces.
In the particular case when k = 1 and n 1 = 1, the space F 2 1,m1 coincides with the weighted Bergman space A m1 (D). The results of this section imply the fact that T ′ is a Toeplitz operator with operatorvalued bounded harmonic symbol on D if and only if it satisfies the Brown-Halmos equation where the weighted right creation operators Λ i,j are replaced by the right creation operators R i,j acting on the weighted Fock space F 2 i,ni by R i,j ξ := ξZ i,j , j ∈ {1, . . . , n i }. In the scalar case when K = C, we recover the corresponding result obtained by Louhichi and Olofsson in [13] .
We remark that, when n i = m i = 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the tensor product F 2 1,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F 2 1,1 is identified with the Hardy space H 2 (D k ) and the Brown-Halmos condition becomes M * zi T ′ M zi = T ′ for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. In this case, T ′ is a multi-Toeplitz operator if and only if T ′ = P H 2 (D k ) M ϕ | H 2 (D k ) for some ϕ ∈ L ∞ (T k ). We should mention that the Brown-Halmos type characterization of Toeplitz operators on H 2 (D k ) was recently obtained in [14] .
In the particular case when n i = 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and and m = (m 1 , . . . , m k ) ∈ N k , the tensor product F 2 1,m1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F 2 1,m k is identified with the reproducing kernel Hilbert space with reproducing kernel
In this case, the standard orthonormal basis is
All the results of the present paper hold, in particular, for these reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, which include the Hardy space, the Bergman space, and the weighted Bergman space over the polydisk.
Bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions
In this section, we prove that the bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions on the radial poly-hyperball are precisely those that are noncommutative Berezin transforms of the weighted multi-Toeplitz operators. In this setting, we solve the Dirichlet extension problem.
Denote by PH ∞ K (D m n,rad ) the set of all bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions on the radial polyhyperball D m n,rad with coefficients in B(K). We define the norms · m :
where the supremum is taken over all elements X ∈ D m n,rad (H) and any Hilbert space H. It is easy to see that the norms · m , m ∈ N, determine an operator space structure on PH ∞ K (D m n,rad ), in the sense of Ruan (see e.g. [7] ).
The extended noncommutative Berezin transform at X ∈ D m n,rad (H) is the map
. Throughout this section we assume that H is a separable infinitely dimensional Hilbert space. Consequently, one can identify any free k-pluriharmonic function with its representation on H. Let T be the set of all of all weighted multi-Toeplitz operators on K ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (H ni ). The main result of this section is the following characterization of bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions on D m n . Proof. Assume that item (i) holds and let F have the representation
..,s k (X, X * ), X ∈ D m n,rad (H).
Then F (rW) = s1∈Z · · · s k ∈Z r |s1|+···+|s k | q s1,...,s k (W, W * ) is convergent in the operator norm topology and, due to the von Neumann inequality for polydomains (see [23] ), we have sup r∈[0,1) F (rW) = F . According to Theorem 3.8, F (W) is the formal Fourier representation of a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator T and T = SOT-lim r→1 F (rW). Due to Theorem 2.11 the operator T satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition and, Corollary 2.12 shows that T = sup r∈[0,1) F (rW) . On the other hand, due to the properties of the Berezin transform, we have F (rX) = B X [F (rW)] = (I K ⊗ K * X ) (F (rW) ⊗ I H ) (I K ⊗ K X ) , r ∈ [0, 1), X ∈ D m n,rad (H). Since the map Y → Y ⊗ I H is SOT-continuous on bounded subsets of B(K ⊗ i=1 F 2 (H ni )) and F is continuous on D m n,rad (H), we obtain F (X) = SOT-lim r→1 F (rX) = (I K ⊗ K * X ) (T ⊗ I H ) (I K ⊗ K X ) = B X [T ].
Therefore, item (ii) holds. Conversely, assume that item (ii) is satisfied and let ϕ(W, W * ) := s1∈Z · · · s k ∈Z q s1,...,s k (W, W * ) be the formal Fourier representation of a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator T ∈ B(K ⊗ k s=1 F 2 (H ns )) (see Theorem 3.6). According to Theorem 3.8, ϕ(rW, rW * ) is convergent in the operator norm topology and T = SOT-lim r→1 ϕ(rW, rW * ). Due to Theorem 2.11, T satisfies the Brown-Halmos condition and, consequently, T = sup r∈[0,1) ϕ(rW, rW * ) (see Corollary 2.12). Consequently, the function X → ϕ(X, X * ) is a free k-pluriharmonic on the radial poly-hyperball D m n,rad (H). According to relation (2.17), we have (I K ⊗ K * rW )(T ⊗ I ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (Hn i ) )(I K ⊗ K rW ) = (s1,...,s k )∈Z k q s1,...,s k (rW, rW * ) for every r ∈ [0, 1). Since we assume item (ii), we also have F (rW) = (I K ⊗ K * rW )(T ⊗ I ⊗ k i=1 F 2 (Hn i ) )(I K ⊗ K rW ), r ∈ [0, 1).
Combining these relations, we obtain ϕ(rW, rW * ) = F (rW) for every r ∈ [0, 1), which implies ϕ = F . To prove the last part of the theorem, let [F ij ] m ∈ M m (PH ∞ K (D m n,rad ) be a matrix and use the noncommutative von Neumann inequality for polydomains to obtain
On the other hand, T ij := SOT-lim r→1 F ij (rW) is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator and
Hence, we obtain sup
Since [T ij ] m := SOT-lim r→1 [F ij (rW )] m , we deduce that the inequality above is an equality. This shows that Φ is a completely isometric isomorphisms of operator spaces. The proof is complete.
As a consequence, we can obtain the following Fatou type result concerning the boundary behaviour of bounded free k-pluriharmonic functions. We denote by PH c K (D m n,rad ) the set of all free k-pluriharmonic functions on the radial part of D m n with operator-valued coefficients in B(K), which have continuous extensions (in the operator norm topology) to D m n (H), for every Hilbert space H. In what follows we solve the Dirichlet extension problem for poly-hyperballs. , then the following statements are equivalent. (i) F is a free k-pluriharmonic function on the radial poly-hyperball D m n,rad such that F (rW) converges in the operator norm topology, as r → 1.
(ii) There exists T ∈ G := span C ⊗ W α W * β : C ∈ B(K), (α; β) ∈ J · such that F (X) = B X [T ], X ∈ D m n,rad (H). (iii) F is a free k-pluriharmonic function on the radial poly-hyperball D m n,rad (H) which has a continuous extension (in the operator norm topology) to the poly-hyperball D m n (H).
In this case, T = lim r→1 F (rW), where the convergence is in the operator norm. Moreover, the map Φ : PH c K (D m n ) → G defined by Φ(F ) := T is a completely isometric isomorphism of operator spaces.
Proof. We prove the equivalence of (i) with (ii). Let F have a representation F (X) = s1∈Z · · · s k ∈Z q s1,...,s k (X, X * ), X ∈ D m n,rad (H),
where the series converge in the operator norm topology, such that T := lim r→1 F (rW) exists in the operator norm topology. Since F (rX) = B X [F (rW)] = (I K ⊗ K * X ) (F (rW) ⊗ I H ) (I K ⊗ K X ) , r ∈ [0, 1), X ∈ D m n,rad , and taking r → 1, we deduce that F (X) = (I K ⊗ K * X ) (T ⊗ I H ) (I K ⊗ K X ) , which proves item (ii).
Conversely, assume that item (ii) holds. According to Theorem 2.11 and Theorem 3.7, the operator T is a weighted multi-Toeplitz operator. Due to Theorem 4.1, the function F defined by F (X) = B X [T ], X ∈ D m n,rad (H), is a bounded free k-pluriharmonic function and T = sup r∈[0,1) F (rW) . Since T ∈ G, we can find a sequence g n ∈ span C ⊗ W α W * β : C ∈ B(K), (α; β) ∈ J such that g n → T in norm as n → ∞. Let ǫ > 0 and choose N such that T − g N < ǫ. Choose also δ ∈ (0, 1) such that B rW [g N ] − g N < ǫ for every r ∈ (δ, 1). Since
for every r ∈ (0, δ), we deduce that T = lim r→1 B rW [T ] in the norm topology. Taking into account that F (rW) = B rW [T ], we conclude that T = lim r→1 F (rW) in the norm topology. Therefore, item (i) holds.
Since the implication (iii) =⇒ (i) is clear, it remains to prove that (ii) =⇒ (iii). To this end, assume that item (ii) holds. According to Theorem 4.1, F is a bounded free k-pluriharmonic function on the radial poly-hyperball. Let Y ∈ D m n (H) and note that, as in the proof of the implication (ii) =⇒ (i), one can show that G(Y ) := lim r→1 B rY [T ] exists in the operator norm and G(Y) ≤ T . Note that G is an extension of F . It remains to prove that G is continuous on D m n (H). Due to the equivalence of (i) with (ii) and its proof, we have T = lim r→1 F (rW) in norm. Consequently, if ǫ > 0, we can find t 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that T − F (t 0 W) < ǫ. Since T − F (t 0 W) ∈ G, we have 
